
 

 

 

 

 

BEDE Events COVID19 Protocols at Eventer Trials to be 

held at Shelford Manor 

 

 PLEASE ENSURE YOU RUN ON YOUR TIMES ALLOWING TIME FOR 
A SHORT WARM UP AND THEN WHEN FINISHED, COOL OFF, AND 
HEAD HOME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.  
ALSO PLEASE ENSURE YOU DO NOT GATHER IN A GROUP OF 
MORE THAN 6 PEOPLE AT ANY TIME 

Lorry Park On arrival all lorries will be met by a steward who will take down 
numbers and relay to “secretary” as a check in procedure.  
 
You will then be parked with extra distance between each lorry. 
 
On leaving please use exit as signed. 
 
Dogs must be kept on leads at all times 

Car Park No cars in the lorry park please park in the signed car park. 
 

Toilets Please only use these if essential.  If you have facility within your 
trailer/lorry please do use this to minimise contact.  Extra hand 
sanitiser to be available outside and areas marked out for queuing 
outside with posts at 2m intervals.   
 

Organisers Tent The BEDE tent will be put up as a point of contact should anyone 
need any assistance.    
 

Once mounted up Please proceed to the warm up area.  This area will be stewarded 
and numbers to this area will be limited.  Please respect instructions 
from the Steward. 
 
You will be called through by the steward to head into the schooling 
area, where you will jump approximately 8 show jumps and then 
fence 9 will be the first cross country fence, you will then proceed on 
round the course.  If you have difficulties on course, please be aware 
to clear the way for any horses following you.   
 
On finishing, please cool down and then head home rather than 
staying to socialise and watch! So sorry but we need to do keep to 
restrictions and ensure we keep everyone safe. 
 

 


